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IMPACT OF THE MARSH BUGGY ON THE WETLANDS

Randall A. Detro

Department of Earth Science, Nicholls State University
Thibodaux, Louisiana

ABSTRACT

Since prehistoric times, Louisiana's coastal wetlands have benefited
the local "Cajun" inhabitants. Although the complex nature and value
of the marsh-swamp resources were not thoroughly understood, their
benefits to local settlers were appreciated. Man's imprint was pri
marily visible as the result of his exertion in chopping tralnasses
(pirogue trails) for hunting, trapping and fishing purposes. Until
the twentieth century, therefore, man's influence on the marsh land
scape was minimal. Coastal inhabitants were—more-or-less--In balance
with their environment.

South Louisiana folks are credited with numerous inventions which make

life better and easier in their wetlands habitat. Notable is the

marsh buggv. Existing in both a wheel and track model, this vehicle
has had a definite impact on the marsh. One inventor stated that he
developed his machine to make it possible to "dig a better trainasse"
and "transport cattle with ease from one ridge to another."

As the buggy became more sophisticated and with discovery of valuable
hydrocarbons, demand for this unique vehicle mushroomed. Today, it is
distributed throughout coastal Louisiana, and within similar environ
ments worldwide.

Principal uses are for geophysical and geological surveys, petroleum-
related logistic support operations, canal and watercourse dredging,
telephone and power-line construction, ditchdigging and transportation
for recreational purposes.

Until recently, the economic value of the coastal zone was not
adequately recognized; therefore, little thought was given to the
marsh buggy's influence on this fragile environment. Attention is now
being directed to this problem.
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Man has occupied Louisiana's coastal zone for approximately 12,000
years. Early folks lived on the "bounty of the land" and left a
visible imprint.

European man was quick to appreciate wetland resources. He began to
harvest fur and food. Like the Indian occupants, he settled on the
coteaus and moved about on foot and by pirogue. To facilitate passage
through areas where he could not walk, he dug countless tralnasses.
"The term Is derived from a French word meaning 'to drag,1 but is used
tin Louisiana! to Indicate a 'trail cut through the marsh grass for
the passage of a pirogue"1 (Davis, 1976, p. 3*»9). These trapping
ditches average about 1.5 meters (5 feet) wide and 15.2 to 30.*♦
centimeters (6 to 12 inches) deep. They are dug by hand—using a
pirogue paddle, "crooked shovel," (a shovel bent like a hoe), marsh
rake, and "sweeper" (a long-handled, steel-bladed knife).

From initial European occupance until about 1935, the coastal wetlands
were valued primarily for their agricultural, fish and fur products.
Man's imprint was minimal. Permanent inhabitants of the region were
few; primarily 'Cajun' trappers and Orientals living on shrimp-drying
platforms. Trappers occupied the marsh on a seasonal basis—living In
camps and on houseboats.

THE CHENIER PLAIN—INITIAL APPEARANCE OF THE MARSH BUGGY

In the I930's, trappers in the Mermentau Basin begin to use a new mode
of transportation to assist them in running their lines. This was the
Initial appearance of a vehicle which came to be called the "Marsh
Buggy." Among the early designers in western Louisiana are Edward
Arpent, the Crain brothers, Carney Hall, Bernell Kock and Isaac Segura
(Morgan, 1976, personal Interview; O'Neil, 1976, personal Interview).
The Crain brothers built a model which became widely used west of the
Atchafalaya Basin. Their rig was basically a lightweight long-chassis
Model T Ford truck with extended axles. Wagon wheels, fitted with
wooden slats and lugs about 1.5 meters wide (5 feet), replaced the
truck wheels. These slat-wheel buggies were ideal for the firm grass
land of the Chenier Plain—a marsh with a turflike foundation over a
clay pan. The formation and development of the Chenier Plain can be
attributed to the silts and clays moved westward by longshore currents
away from the Mississippi's deltaic lobes. "The marsh, dominated by
couch or wiregrass (Spartina patens), is essentially land" (Davis and
Detro, 1975, p. 92). As this buggy was not buoyant, it could not
function in ponds, alligator holes or new and soupy marsh. In these
muck environments, it did not float, had no traction, and when the
engine and chain drives became wet—It was hopelessly stuck.

THE DELTAIC PLAIN—APPEARANCE OF THE MARSH BUGGY
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East of Vermilion Bay is the Deltaic Plain. It resulted directly from
sediment accumulation laid down by the Mississippi River as it formed
seven deltaic lobes. Colonizing the basins within this environment
are two dominant plant communities, flotant and roseau (Phraqmites
communis). Flotant or "trembling prairie" is quagmire underfoot and
cannot be walked easily. It is distinguished by an abundant "plant
species tolerant of frequent and sustained flooding," is "anchored in
a relatively thin, matted layer of decomposing vegetable debris that
is truly floating on water or supported by highly aqueous organic
ooze" (Russell, 1942, p. 78-79). Roseau marsh is essentially land,
is dominated by tall grasses and reeds, and can be walked with ease.
The buggy did not make its appearance in the Deltaic Plain in any
number until the end of World War II. Early inventors were Andrew A.
Cheramie, Remain Guidroz and John M. Poche. Members of the Ritchey
and Tassin families initiated several buggy attachments and adaptive
uses. Andrew Cheramie designed and put into commercial production a
model ideally suited for the "trembling marsh." His "amphibious
tractor" has a deck k.2 x 3.3 meters (!*» x II feet) mounted on large
pontoon wheels measuring 2.k meters (8 feet) high by 1.5 meters (5
feet) in width. It is powered by two Ford V-8 engines—each engine
drives two wheels, one front and one rear. These buoyant pontoons
provide a combination wheel—with a ribbed and troughed tread—which
when power driven in water functioned as a marine propeller and on
land as a traction wheel. Side slippage in water and on land is
reduced to a minimum (U. S. Patent Office, 19^9, p. 6; U. S. Patent
Office, 195*>, p. 4). This buggy operates with ease in or on any land,
water or semi-marine environment. "Under ideal conditions, with a few
inches of water covering the grassy marsh, the Marsh Buggy can achieve
remarkable speeds of approximately M5.3 kilometers per hour (30 miles
per hour). Ordinarily, however, for operating, they plug along at
considerably slower speeds depending upon the work being performed
and the terrain. In water, the Buggy can obtain speeds up to 16.1
kilometers per hour (10 miles per hour)" (Andrew A. Cheramie Marsh
Buggies, Inc., n.d., p. 3). Andrew Cheramie developed his machine in
order to "dig a better trainasse" and to "transport cattle with ease
from one coteau to another" (Cheramie, 1976, personal Interview).

DISCOVERY OF HYDROCARBONS IN THE COASTAL WETLANDS

While wetland natives refined and utilized the buggy for purposes
associated with their valuation of marsh resources, outside interests
discovered hydrocarbons throughout the coastal zone. Demand for
buggies mushroomed and exceeded supply to the point that petroleum
and seismograph companies designed and manufactured their own vehicles.
Models were produced by at least nine petroleum related firms. Fisher-
Reynolds of Houston, Texas, a seismograph company, designed a model
involving tracks revolving around flotation pontoons (Diedrich, 1976,
personal Interview). Geophysical Service, Inc., in collaboration with
Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation, produced a wheeled model
equipped with Goodyear flotation-type Terra-tires" (Big tires... ,
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1964, p. 190). The Gulf Oil Corporation, in its Pittsburgh research
laboratories, designed a rubber-tired wheeled-vehicle known as the
"Gulf Marsh Buggy" and/or the "balloon buggy-boat" (U, S. Army, 1956,
p. 1). Hlggins Shipyards, New Orleans, fabricated two models. First
came the "Mud Hopper;" it was refined into a metal-wheeled vehicle
which was coined the "Swamp Skipper" (He's done it again, 1946, p. 17)•
The McCollum Exploration Company of Houston improvised a "marsh buggy"
of six welded sheet-steel wheels riding on continuous tracks (Williams,
1939, p. 58). This model evolved from an earlier air-drive buggy
(They thought ... , 1938, p. 14). Shell Oil Company produced a 'trac
tor' equipped with metal drum-like wheels and/or flat rubber-cleated
tires; it was named the "David Buggy" (Strange buggies ... , 1958,
p. 55). Stanollnd Oil and Gas of Dallas, Texas, designed a wheel-
model for their own use—the wheels were buoyant arc-welded steel
drums. It was simply called the "marsh buggy" (Simons, 1940, p. 70.
United Gas Pipe Line Company's 'bayou buster' was one of the strangest
appearing marsh buggies to appear. It was a wheeled buggy with a
different design for the front and rear wheels (Miller, 1942, p. 44).
Each manufacturer's design varied; the majority, however, were wheeled.
A few designers began to experiment with the caterpiller track over
flotation pontoons.

The coastal wetlands—inadequately mapped—were suddenly gridded,
crossed and crisscrossed with seismograph crews on marsh buggies—
towing their equipment on sledges. Though landowners welcomed the
income from oil and gas—a "range war" broke out between trappers and
geophysical survey crews. Trappers claimed that buggy wheels badly
damaged the marsh, destroyed "sets" and crushed muskrat and nutria
habitat. To minimize their problems, trappers insisted that buggy
drivers follow the same trail repeatedly. In some environments this
created an entire new set of problems—erosion, ponding, salinity
changes, vegetation regime alteration and canals which enlarged Into
bayous. Buggy tracks may be visible for periods ranging from one to
ten years—dependent upon several environmental factors. Many ob
servers feel that once imprinted, they endure forever. Though trappers
and hunters decried buggies to some extent, they employed them to dig
tralnasses. boundary canals and to "mash out duck ponds" (O'Nell, 1976,
personal interview).

THE TRACKED BUGGY

As wetland residents and oil companies evaluated the impact of buggy
tracks on the marsh surface, they observed that the experimental
tracked vehicles trail did not cut as deeply or endure as long. Rather
than dig into the surface, the caterpiller tracks lay down vegetation
in layers which then spring back rather rapidly. In 1952, Quality
Marsh Equipment of Thlbodaux put Into commercial production a marsh
buggy which employs caterpiller tracks revolving around flotation
pontoons—completely amphibious equipment with sufficient buoyancy to
keep all machinery well above the marsh surface and/or water level.
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They dubbed their buggy "The Wizard of Ooze" (Quality Industries,
n.d., p. I).

About 1950, environmentalists and ecologists brought to everyone's
attention the tremendous value of the coastal estuarine environments

contribution to the food chain. By I960, all buggies operating in
coastal Louisiana were of the tracked variety. Again, man's evalua
tion of the coastal environment was rethought.

Without a doubt, man would have developed and harvested the resources
of the coastal zone. One who witnessed the saturation geophysical
surveying stated: "Oil companies would have conquered the marsh even
if they had had to crawl in muck up to their necks" (Diedrich, 1976,
personal interview).

MARSH BUGGY ATTACHMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

The Marsh Buggy—with various attachments and accessories—definitely
made the job of conquering the marsh easier.

At first, the buggy was used alone to transport trappers, hunters
and seismic crews across the marsh. An early Cheramie model—weigh
ing 4800 pounds—could carry a full exploration crew of thirty men
and their equipment—about 9600 pounds.

Survey crews soon learned to mount portable drilling rigs and recording
instruments on towed sledges as well as directly on the buggy. Geo
logists employed the same procedure for drilling rigs which they used
in the lower delta to unravel delta history and mudlump evolution
(Morgan, 1976, personal interview).

Designed originally to dig trapping ditches, the marsh plow was
attached to buggies as early as the mid-1930's. The model currently
marketed measures about 3.04 meters (10 feet) wide—from stabilizing
wing to stabilizing wing. The plow itself is about 1.5 meters (5
feet) wide. Preceded by a large rotary disk, it cuts a ditch about
.9 to 1.2 meters wide (3 to 4 feet) by .9 meters deep (3 feet). To
assist in ditching and filling, the backhoe and roto-boom is attached
to buggies.

Ditching, canal construction and laying pipeline was greatly facili
tated when draglines were mounted on buggies. For pipeline work, a
procession of amphibious vehicles may be seen. In the lead, buggies
lay out the route. Other buggies equipped with draglines excavate
canals for the pipe which is "shoved" or "pushed" by the lay barge
into the depression (Novel Barge ... , 1937, p. 99). Additional
buggies follow—filling the channels.

With the new Quality hydraulic rotary ditcher, a deflector sprays
spoil over a lateral distance of 9.1 to 12.1 meters (30 to 40 feet)
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thereby reducing the build up of artificial levees. Other buggies
manufactured by Quality Marsh Equipment are designed specifically as
cargo carriers, hydrocranes, drill rigs, loggers, swamp cats and the
wheeled buggy which is only marketed outside the United States.

CONCLUSION

The marsh buggy Is the vehicle which opened "the wetlands frontier" to
hydrocarbon exploration. It transported men and equipment on all
wetland surfaces with ease. As man sought to apply management tech
niques to production of marsh resources, he became aware of the harm
ful environmental effects of the buggy. Trappers first noticed damage
to their "sets" and muskrat and nutria nests. They also recognized
land loss and vegetation changes from deeply Incised wheeled buggy
tracks. Where turf became exposed or broken open water areas in
creased and salinity changes occurred. The tracked buggy wrought
fewer changes yet it brings about breaks in natural barriers. Tidal
scouring within tracks accelerates salt water intrusion and changes In
vegetation regimes. Water-control structures partly alleviate these
problems. Man now seems to comprehend adequately the wetlands. Marsh
managers will, no doubt, employ the buggy In their constant efforts to
monitor their actions in the coastal plain.
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CHANGES IN MARSH ENVIRONMENTS THROUGH CANALIZATION

Donald W. Davis

Department of Earth Science, Nicholls State University
Thibodaux, Louisiana

ABSTRACT

Louisiana's marsh-swamp complex is criss-crossed by an intricate system
of artificial waterways. Some are wide and some narrow, but they have
in common a straight course, or other characteristic that distinguishes
them from natural features.

Creation of ways of ingress into the wetlands began with the earliest
European settlers and continues to the present. They were necessary
because of the impossibility of constructing roads to exploit the re
gion's natural resources: timber, fur, hydrocarbons, and even grazing
and agriculture. If the canals have been a boom to transportation,
they have also created problems, such as altering flow regimes and
water chemistry and increasing saltwater intrusion into previously
freshwater areas. The most obvious effect is the direct conversion of
land to water.

From this construction activity a region larger than Connecticut and
Delaware combined has been ringed, cut, and bisected by a massive net
work of canals. To understand the geographic growth, development and
environmental influence of these waterways, they have been classified
Into five categories: drainage and reclaimatlon, transportation,
trapping, logging, and petroleum. In analyzing these items, the dis
cussion begins in 1720 and continues into the petroleum period, where
dredging is necessary to simplify drilling, maintenance and logistics.

All these manmade transportation routes have combined to create a
distinct patterned landscape. Until recently, new channels were added
constantly, but old ones were rarely filled in; thus, the system con
tinues to intertwine and expand. Once canals are cut, they endure
Theoretically, their duration is finite, but some have enlarged into
bayous. These waterways are now significant elements in the progressive
change in the physical appearance of the alluvial wetlands.

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, the nineteenth century, was a period of increased
regional specialization, when an efficient transportation system was
tantamont to expanding local markets. Although railroads have been
hailed as the most significant force behind economic growth, evalua
tions by Ransom (1964, p. 365) suggests canals have also been important.
The impact of the Delaware, Erie, Ohio and other Atlantic seaboard
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"coal canals" was enormous. The same is true, at a smaller scale, for
canals in south Louisiana.

Today a flight across the marsh-swamp complex reveals the intricacy of
the patterned landscape. One cannot help but be impressed by the com
plex web of interconnecting channels. Some are wide and some narrow,
but they have in common characteristics that distinguish them from
natural waterways.

Canalization of the alluvial wetlands began with the earliest European
settlers and continues to the present. Since construction, in the
early 1700's, of Louisiana's first drainage project, manmade waterways
have advanced unchecked in the economic development and utilization of
the region's natural resources: timber, fur, hydrocarbons and even
grazing and agriculture. If the canals have been a boom to transport,
they have also created problems, such as modifying flow regimes and
water chemistry, and increasing saltwater intrusion into freshwater
areas. The most conspicuous effect is in conversion of land to water-
altering the coastal zone's natural appearance. In one oil and gas
field there are 67 kilometers (42 miles) of petroleum-related canals,
representing removal of at least 3.3 million cubic meters (4.4 million
cubic yards) of spoil. These waterways connect into an extractive area
covering 178.71 square kilometers (69 square miles).

From this type of construction activity a region larger than Connecticut
and Delaware combined has been criss-crossed, ringed, cut, bisected and
otherwise dominated by a massive network of manmade waterways. Until
recently, new channels were added continually, but old ones are rarely
filled in; thus, the complex intertwines and expands into a well-
defined pattern. Once cut a canal endures. Theoretically, its dura
tion is finite, but some have enlarged into straight-channeled "bayous."

Barrett (1970, p. 1) measured 7,358 kilometers (4572.6 miles) of canals
south of the Intracoastal Waterway, and suggests 171 square kilometers
(66 square miles) of surface area were lost to canalization. Gagliano's
(1973, p. 5) analysis of historical maps, determined land loss amounted
to 490 square kilometers(189.1 square miles). The calculations differ
due to technique and area studied, but the figures document land loss
and the canal system's approximate size.

To understand the canal patterns geographic growth and development,
they have been classified into five categories: drainage and re
clamation, transportation, trapping, logging, and petroleum. These
categories, arranged historically, show the developmental sequence of
resource use and suggest changes that have occurred in the exploitation
of the wetlands.

DRAINAGE AND RECLAMATION CANALS

Marsh and swamp drainage ditches were excavated by the French as early
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as 1720. In a practical sense they were part of a great land reclama
tion project designed to aid planters drain potential agricultural and
pasture land. In many cases these channels became significant trans
portation routes. Like other canals of the period, they were multi
functional units serving as drainage and access waterways. Today,
several of these "ditches" are major transportation arteries,
transcending their original function.

Drainage channels are confined generally to areas suitable for agri
culture, especially the natural levee land. Farmers drained the
"high" ground to produce indigo and cotton. By 1880 sugarcane had
replaced cotton, becoming the most significant agricultural commodity
(Sitterson, 1953 p. 9). With change in crop emphasis, planters
recognized the value of clearing, draining and planting all arable
land. They were "challenged from the very start to institute flood
control and drainage measures" (Gagliano, 1973, p. 11) and became
enthusiastic supporters of these programs. The projects were, in
effect, a form of land reclamation. Flood and water control methods
extended the cultivated land beyond the natural levees down the slope
into the backswamps.

Technological problems precluded development of large, well-organized
reclamation projects. These were not initiated until after 1900, when
enterprising investors purchased extensive tracts for polderization,
but their efforts were unsuccessful. Of approximately 50 attempted
schemes (Okey, 1918, p. 3), five are still utilized for agriculture.
Only the distinctive canal patterns remain as evidence of the
abandoned farms.

Even though reclamation was a failure, swamp and natural levee canal
systems continue to multiply as new land is cleared, diked and drained.
Water levels are controlled from pumping stations, continuing the pro
cedures begun in the 1700's. As the region's population agglomerated,
new subdivisions often required the establishment of drainage or flood
control measures. "Guide levees" protect the near sealevel communities
from the excess water frequently accompanying summer thunderstorms.
Whether for agriculture or urban expansion, drainage canals and ditches
have contributed to the consolidation of the linear communities parallel
ing the bayous and established an easily identified boundary between the
marsh and man's reclamation activity.

TRANSPORTATION CANALS

Movement of goods by water has long been an integral part of the coastal
zone's transportation geography. From the days of the pirogue and
bateau, to the present, people have depended on the entangled network
of rivers, bayous, lakes and deep channels to move their commodities
to market. Natural waterbodies were traditional shipping routes. To
increase the systems efficiency and reduce travel time, canals were
dredged.
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Louisiana's drainage patterns are generally oriented In a north-south
direction, making east-west movement difficult. To rectify this navi
gational inconvenience, canals were excavated as connective links
between streams. These additions improved the transportation system
and became important traffic corridors.

To evaluate the expansion of transportation canals is difficult, be
cause by law all manmade waterways are potential arteries of commerce.
Only a few were built exclusively for commercial traffic; most were
constructed for other purposes. That is their primary function was to
aid in developing agricultural, mineral, forest, and fur resources.
They served, secondarily, as transport routes.

Between 1880 and 1945 numerous transportation-oriented watercourses
were built or improved. By 1930 the coastal landscape was marked by a
number of transportation canals. The system was small, but adequate,
providing local inhabitants with regional connectivity. With the
United States involvement in World War II, and the increased demand for
petroleum, Congress approved the financial support necessary to complete
the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway— che nation's most important canal.
When finished, this system in conjunction with the Mississippi River
made Louisiana the center for war-time Gulf Coast petroleum traffic.

The World War II experience demonstrated the value of the country's
navigable waterways. Petroleum and related industries continue to
employ these routes in the low-cost movement of their commodities,
with crude and refined petroleum products dominating the statistics.
As bulk cargoes, they cannot be shipped profitably by alternate
methods, hence the use of channelized waterways.

Transportation canals are easily identified by their wide, straight,
spoil-laden banks. They provide open-ended links between points and
extend for miles along well-defined courses. While the Gulf Intra
coastal Waterway is the best known, many routes predate it, but they
all serve the same function--connectivity. Each transportation artery
influences the regional economy, attracts industry, and alters land use
patterns along the right-of-way. Due to their constant use, many have
eroded into large watercourses.

TRAPPING CANALS: A TRAPPER'S ACCESS TO THE MARSH

People living at such isolated communities as Bassa Bassa, Cheniere au
Tigre, Isle Jean Charles, Manila Village, Pecan Island and others dug
a unique canal type known as a trainasse. A term derived from a French
word meaning "to drag," but used locally as a "trail cut through the
marsh grass for the passage of a piroque" (Read, 1937, p. 74). These
trails were hacked out by the region's trapper-fisher folk, using a
piroque paddle, "crooked shovel,"(a shovel bent like a hoe), rake, and
"sweeper" (a long-handled, steel-bladed knife). Later the ditch digger,
mud boat, and marsh buggy were employed to cut the 1.5 meter(5 feet)
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wide and 15.2 to 30.4 centimeter (6 to 12 inch) deep channel. Although
small, these trails are more than canals used for Irrigation or drain
age. They are a significant factor in the marsh dwellers' systematic
exploitation of the environment and a prominent element In this process.

About 1915 muskrat became a fashionable fur. Prices increased with
demand — from eight cents a pelt in 1914 to 50 cents in 1922
(Chatterton, 1944, p. 194). Before this upswing, hunting was more pro
fitable than trapping, with a brace of ducks selling for 25 cents. The
500 percent increase in the pelt's value convinced local people to
change their winter subsistence activity from hunting to trapping. In
so doing, they extended their hunting tralnasses into areas of high ani
mal production. They added methodically a unique element to the coastal
zone.

To trap the land efficiently, a large number of ditches were chopped
through the marsh, creating a massive array of waterways. Marsh
dwellers dug their trails large enough to avoid depending on a current
for channel completion and protected the route from erosional enlarge
ment by damming their tralnasses. This reduced the environmental
damage connected with drainage, saltwater intrusion, and erosion. As
the number of people trapping increased, the trails coalesced
into their current chaotic pattern. Additional ditches allowed individ
uals to trap larger areas, but many ofthe original safeguards were
abandoned.

In that land owners never placed restriction on the number of trails
built, trappers had complete freedom to dig as many tralnasses as needed.
When large tracts were leased to fur-buyers and "outsiders," ditches
were cut indiscriminately between bayous and through ridges. The re
sulting system was often over 500 kilometers (310 miles) in length,
with no dams across the channels to protect the productive muskrat,
and later nutria, habitats.

The coastal lowlands presented no serious problems to canal construc
tion. Taking advantage of the situation, trapper-fisher folk built
an immense number of artificial waterways. The pattern of ditches they
created has become a significant part of the alluvial wetlands. More
importantly, they represent the first large-scale canalization.

Many channels began as small pirogue trails that allowed the trapper
to work the wetlands successfully. Through repeated use, storms, and
current flow, they enlarged into permanent elements In the coastal
geography of south Louisiana.

Tralnasses have become a vital part of the transportation network and
are a visible landscape element. They have affected drainage patterns,
influenced salinities, and are a reminder of man's abilities to change
the natural system. Created for specialized use, the trainasse has
survived.
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THE RADIAL PATTERN OF LOGGING CANALS

The swamp, unlike the marsh, was significant for its forest resources
--particularly cypress. With repeal of the Homestead Act of 1866,
lumber companies purchased large tracts of forested wetlands for 25 to
50 cents an acre. To harvest the swamps, the firms needed to solve two
problems: access and removal. The approach issue was resolved by
excavating canals to the logging site. .Removal of the cut timber was
accomplished by using a pull-boat to drag the logs into the dredged
channels (Norgress, 1935, p. 43).

Canals were excavated to provide pull-boats with an entrance into work
areas. They were essential to the logging operation and supplied the
necessary connectivity to the timber resources. Logging canals were
large enough to allow a pull-boat to maneuver In dragging timber from
the swamp. To remove the cypress, the canal pattern included a series
of intersecting channels with fan-shaped paths radiating out from points
along the access routes. These radial designs are a by-product of the
pull-boats as they "snaked" the logs into the central channel. This
distinctive pattern can be detected on aerial photography and is an
accurate record of the intensive lumbering operations.

Logging canals are still a part of the landscape. For over 50 years
the channels were essential to the forest industry, but as cypress
were depleted woodcutting operations were terminated. Only the canals
and pull-boat scars remain. In a larger sense, they are indicative of
the once important cypress industry—now an exhausted resource.

PETROLEUM CANALS: A MASSIVE SYSTEM OF MANMADE CHANNELS

Concomitant with the logging period, oilmen began to consider the
coastal zone's hydrocarbon potential. To exploit the subsurface
mineral wealth has been a challenge. Many promising sites remained
untested until drilling procedures, equipment and geophysical techni
ques were developed to capitalize on the recoverable resources. Once
the engineering and logistics issues were solved, the wetlands became
a major hydrocarbon province. Successful use in 1934 of a submersible
drilling barge marked the start of expanded drilling activity. To
maximize the floating unit's potential the industry needed to dredge
canals into exploratory and development sites. McGhee and Hoot (1963,
p. 151) claim in 1938 a barge-mounted dragline dug "the first drilling
site ever prepared by floating equipment." Actually, the oldest
petroleum-related canal was built 12 years earlier at Venice (Villere,
1971, personal interview). Ironically, the Venice field is now iden
tified by a 13 kilometer (8 mile) canal, outlining a circle 4 kilometers
(2.5 miles) in diameter and encompasses 4,076 hectares (10,071 acres).
Over 50 slots join the circle, each represents a drilling site
(Anonymous, 1955, pp. 122-123). The canal pattern maps a subsurface
salt dome and has become one of the coastal zone's best examples of
canalization.
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In that marsh soils present no serious engineering problems, powerful
suction dredges, bucket dredges, spud barges and marsh buggies have
been able to excavate the required petroleum access, pipeline, and
transportation waterways. Dredging contractors produced a system that
opened the coastal lowlands to hydrocarbon development. In the process
the largest number of canals were added to the landscape. The inter
connecting routes have become permanent features. Through additions
the patterns enlarge into a complicated net of coalescing channels.
Densities are intensified and thus effect land-water ratios, flow
regimes and saltwater intrusion.

To develop a field, the oil company first cuts a series of primary
service routes, then adds supplementary passages as warranted. These
tributaries filter into the central traffic arteries, guaranteeing well
access. Through time the pattern dominates the landscape, with each
appendage representing a new well; it is a one well, one canal system.
The design grows rapidly, influencing even larger areas.

Well approaches are cut approximately 21 to 27 meters (70 to 90 feet)
wide and 2 to 3 meters (8 to 10 feet) deep. Each kilometer (mile) adds
more than 83,296 cubic meters (100,000 cubic yards) of spoil, creating
new land adjacent to the channel. Once in use, the distinctive
straight-sided canals often erode into a cuspated form. Some fields
become so canalized over 20 percent of their surface area is devoted to
these features, contributing to more than just erosion.

In a productive field, a pipeline network is constructed to move the
mineral resources to market. The overwhelming number of these linear
features has prompted some people to describe the systems as a
"spaghetti bowl." "Although the pipelines are controlled by surface
features...their location is rarely influenced by surface...morphology.
Rather, they take the straight-line route to...the tank battery or
master pipeline connection" (Gagliano, 1973, p. 73). The "Muskrat
line," for example, stretches 563 kilometers (350 miles) and follows a
nearly perfect compass course.

To complete a pipeline requires a canal 12 meters (40 feet) wide by 2
meters (6 feet) deep to accommodate the pipe lay barge. As pipelines
are layed through the marsh their routes cut across the region's
natural waterbodies. To minimize saltwater intrusion and circulation

changes petroleum companys build dams and weirs along the right-of-way
to reduce the environmental damage.

A field may have developed over a period of years, with the canals and
appendages interlocking into a well-defined complex. The increased
densities frequently unite into small lakes and bays. Unless sediment
or fill is added, the land is permanently lost. The manmade network
extends as tenacious features across the landscape, producing extrac
tive patterns covering from under 4 (10) to over 16,000 hectares
(40,000 acres). In the process land/water ratios are changed. Gagliano
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and van Beek (1970, p. 131) reported approximately 16.5 square miles of
coastal Louisiana's land is lost annually - about 25 percent is atrri-
butal to petroleum industry dredging.

CONCLUSIONS

In no other part of the United States, or the World, other than the
Netherlands, is there such a record of variety of resource exploitation
expressed in canal systems. A logical method of dealing with a distinct
wetlands environment, it nevertheless has modified drainage patterns,
altered flora and fauna, changed salinity regimes and contributed to
land loss. The available quantitative data are too incomplete to
estimate the total effect canals have had on the environment. Field
investigations show, and nearly all informants note, changes are
occurring.

Whether the canal is the narrow trapper's trainasse, or the complicated
system of petroleum access routes, they have had a decisive and cumula
tive impact on the environment. Crops of Engineers regulatory activity
has 8lowed the growth, but it must be emphasized some canals are over
100 years old. They are permanent landscape features.

Petroleum companies will cbntinue to augment their systems by adding
new channels to existing oil fields. As hydrocarbon demands increase,
new fields will be developed. In these areas canals will be dredged
to aid the exploration and production process. This will be undoubted
ly the most continuous source of new channels.

Past history indicates clearly the zealous activity of the canal
builders. The landscape shows how the system has modified local
habitats. While it is difficult to assess total change, some of which
may have been detrimental, canal construction in Louisiana appears to
be a constant variable in environmental modification. The canal
patterns will endure even when the resources are exhausted. Their
longivity will be a visible example of man's ability to change un
knowingly the natural system.
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